Nucleolar necklace formation in response to hemolymph ecdysteroid peaks.
Previous work on the last (fifth) larval stadium of Calpodes showed two phases of elaboration of epidermal nucleoli correlated with RNA synthesis, the first after ecdysis at the beginning of the intermolt and the second near the end of the stadium prior to molting. Both phases followed periods of elevated hemolymph ecdysteroid. The demonstration of four hemolymph ecdysteroid peaks and an improvement in the bismuth-staining procedure for nucleoli has prompted further study of nucleolar changes in relation to hemolymph edcysteroids. We have found that three of the four ecdysteroid peaks (I, II and IV) are followed by nucleolar changes. The exception is the commitment peak (III) for which there is no corresponding nucleolar change. The three nucleolar cycles are similar in their essential features. An intercycle nucleolus consists of one or a few irregularly shaped particles that become more densely stained and condense into a knot at the beginning of each cycle. The knot unfolds into a necklace which becomes beaded as it elongates to a length of about 23 microm. Cells have one or two, rarely more, necklaces presumably depending on their ploidy. At the end of the cycle the necklaces contract, becoming coarser and fragmented before they condense to the intercycle condition of central irregular cores. Whereas nucleolar necklaces are a general response to hemolymph ecdysteroids, mitoses are locally determined and are imposed over other nuclear activities at any time in the third nucleolar cycle.